2020 ILTAPAC Contributions

Jennifer Awe  
Logan County Title Company

Chad Black  
Title Underwriters Agency

Min Bowler  
Lakeshore Title Agency

Barbara Butts  
Crites Title Company Inc

Amy Coats  
Morgan County Abstract Company

Maureen Donaho  
Illinois Title and Escrow LLC

Dawn Efflandt  
Landtrust National Title Services Inc

David Garside  
Proper Title LLC

Sean Ginocchio  
Illinois Land Title Agency Inc

Murphy Hart  
Hart Cantrell

Laura Hatch  
Kaiser Abstract Co

Daniel Heise  
Plymouth Title Guaranty Corp

Susan Higgins  
Western Illinois Title Company

Megan Hopkins  
Wheatland Title Company

Sue Humphris  
First American Title Insurance Company

Tom Hundman  
Frontier Title Company LLC

Ronald Kaiping  
Monroe County Title Company

Tricia Kiddell  
Title Underwriters Agency

Rhonda Knolhoff  
Washington County Title & Abstract Company

Gregory Kosin  
Greater IL Title Co Group of Companies

Christopher Koziol  
Altima Title LLC

Igor Kushnerov  
Alliance Title Corporation

Daniel Mennenoh  
HB Wilkinson Title Company Inc

Bernard Michna  
Cambridge Title Company

Karen Miller  
LaSalle County Recorder

Randall Moore  
Chicago Land Agency Services Inc

Agnes Mroczkowski  
Saturn Title LLC

Patrick O'Shaughnessy  
Vermilion County Title Inc

Frank Pellegrini  
Prairie Title Inc

Lee Perres  
Lee Scott Perres, PC

Ryan Pettengill  
First American Title Insurance Company

Karen Piotrowski  
Quad County Title Company Inc

Amy Pollard  
Wayne County Abstract Company

Vitaliy Polyakov  
Advisors Title Network LLC

Tracey Randolph  
Crawford County Title Company Inc

Daniel Rigby  
Fox Title Company

Jeffrie Robinson  
Advanced Title Group Inc

Kathy Shultz  
Community Title Company

Mary-Sue Solley  
Affinity Title Services LLC

Gary Spurling  
Spurling Title Inc
Kirk Sterling
Old Republic National Title Insurance Company

David Townsend
Agents National Title Insurance Company

David Walker
ATA/GMT Title Agency